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Information Retrieval: Searching in the 21st CenturyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	In the forty years since I started working in the field, and indeed for some years before that (almost since Calvin Mooers coined the term information storage and retrieval in the 1950s), there have been a significant number of books on information retrieval. Even if we ignore the more specialist research monographs and the...
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Anatomical Terms and their DerivationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Anatomical terms are the vocabulary of medicine. Anatomy began as a descriptive science in the days when Latin was the universal scientific language. Early anatomists described the structures they saw in that language, comparing them to common and familiar objects, or borrowing terms from the Greek and Arabic masters before them. In anatomic...
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How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2011: Get Spectacular Results FastFocal Press, 2010

	THE TECHNIQUES DESCRIBED in this book assume a basic
	grasp of 3ds Max. But with so many options to choose
	from, it’s easy to get lost in all the tools, buttons, and
	menus.


	Not all features are created equal. This chapter goes over
	the fundamentals of 3ds Max with an eye toward the
	most important tools and how you...
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User Interface Design and Evaluation (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005

	Whether you are a professional new to the user-centered design field, or an experienced designer who needs to learn the fundamentals of user interface design and evaluation, this book can lead the way.

	

	What will you get from this book? Based on a course from the Open University, UK which has been taught to over a thousand...
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Mind Performance Hacks : Tips & Tools for Overclocking Your BrainO'Reilly, 2006
You're smart. This book can make you smarter.
 			
 			Mind Performance Hacks provides real-life tips and tools for overclocking your brain and becoming a better thinker. In the increasingly frenetic pace of today's information economy, managing your life requires hacking your brain....
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Mental ActionsOxford University Press, 2009
This volume investigates the neglected topic of mental action, and shows its importance for the metaphysics, epistemology, and phenomenology of mind. Twelve specially written essays address such questions as the following: Which phenomena should we count as mental actions--imagining, remembering, judging, for instance? How should we explain our...
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Cancer and Aging Handbook: Research and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A state-of-the-art, multidisciplinary approach to cancer and aging


	With the majority of cancers occurring in individuals over the age of 65 against a backdrop of an expanding aging population, there is an urgent need to integrate the areas of clinical oncology and geriatric care. This timely work tackles these issues...
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Principles of GeneticsMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	The twentieth century began with the rediscovery of Mendel’s rules of inheritance and ended with the complete sequence of the human genome, one of the most monumental scientific accomplishments of all time. What lies in the future? What will the twenty-first century, the century of genomics, bring? Will geneticists a hundred years from...
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Integrative Medicine for Vulnerable Populations: A Clinical Guide to Working with Chronic and Comorbid Medical Disease, Mental Illness, and AddictionSpringer, 2019

	
		
			This first-of-its-kind title addresses the failures of an often fragmented healthcare system in managing vulnerable patients with multiple, chronic, co-morbid conditions -- patients who are frequently unresponsive to the methods and approaches used to treat other patients with conditions that are less complicated. The book...
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Emotional Terrors in the Workplace: Protecting Your Business' Bottom LineRothstein Associates, 2004
The failure to adequately address the victims and the emotional dimensions of corporate problems changes adverse events into crises and catastrophes. This book aims to arm employees and managers with the tools necessary to manage emotional distress.

Emotional Terrors in the Workplace: Protecting Your Business' Bottom Line is an...
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Gambling DisorderSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides an overview of the state of the art in research on and treatment of gambling disorder. As a behavioral addiction, gambling disorder is of increasing relevance to the field of mental health. Research conducted in the last decade has yielded valuable new insights into the characteristics and etiology of gambling...
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Emotional Engineering vol. 2Springer, 2013

	In an age of increasing complexity, diversification and change, customers expect services that cater to their needs and to their tastes. Emotional Engineering vol 2. describes how their expectations can be satisfied and managed throughout the product life cycle, if producers focus their attention more on emotion. Emotional engineering...
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